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the game features all-new 3d rendering and dynamic lighting. the player uses a mouse to control an
army of units, each with a unique ability, on a map which represents a slice of history at any given

point.the battles in empire earth iii take place on a hex-based map. the player can control units on the
map and can make them move, attack, build, and deploy.the player is able to build units (and their
buildings) on the map at any time. the player has three units in each army. the player's armies can

fight other player's armies and can battle up to eight other civilizations at once. the player can
customize each civilization to their liking.each civilization also features sub-factions that are based on

historical countries (e.g.the far eastern civilisation includes japan and china.a number of nuclear
weapons, such as a nuke cannon, are also new to empire earth iii.each region in empire earth iii

focuses on a different style of game play. for example, the middle east features mobile buildings while
the west has some powerful units. the far east, however, has masses of weak units that swarm together
with powerful mutants in future. empire earth iii, a real-time strategy videogame developed by mad doc
software and published in vivendi games.the game introduces new weapons and units and a free-form
campaign structure similar to those in the total war series.the player moves through history, not just a

particular time period, as in total war.you have three options for customizable civilisations: middle-
eastern (west), middle-eastern (far eastern), and far eastern.
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empire earth iii, a real-time strategy video game developed by mad doc software and published by
vivendi games.the game features three customizable civilisations, western, far eastern and middle

eastern, each of which is based on historical nations. the player advances through history by capturing
provinces using either a single unit, or a combination of units from different factions, such as a high-

speed train, a warship, and an air unit. empire earth iii is a real-time strategy video game developed by
mad doc software and published by vivendi games. the game features three customizable civilisations,

western, far eastern and middle eastern, each of which is based on historical nations. the player
advances through history by capturing provinces using either a single unit, or a combination of units
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from different factions, such as a high-speed train, a warship, and an air unit. empire earth iii is a real-
time strategy video game developed by mad doc software and published by vivendi games.the game

features three customizable civilisations, western, far eastern and middle eastern, each of which is
based on historical nations. the player advances through history by capturing provinces using either a
single unit, or a combination of units from different factions, such as a high-speed train, a warship, and

an air unit. empire earth iii is a real-time strategy video game developed by mad doc software and
published by vivendi games.the game features three customizable civilisations, western, far eastern

and middle eastern, each of which is based on historical nations. 5ec8ef588b
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